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Floor label protection products extend the life of a label
placed on the floor, but their cost and installation time often
out weighs the benefit. The Floor Label Window from ASG is
an easy apply alternative to aluminum frames and covers a
larger label than other options.

Label Design:
Portrait or landscape orientation allows large barcodes for
improved scanning and distance, or multi location label
design configurations where you might want to identify
multiple lanes or pallet slots to reduce overall cost.

Display Aperture:
At 10" x 8", the window is large enough for high performing
barcode labels. Being on the floor, any label is likely to
become dirty, so making the barcode bigger helps to reduce
the effect dirt obstruction has when scanning the barcode.
Taking into account the adhesive strips, a label of 6" x 10"
can be placed under or 6" x 10.5" for changeable labels,
leaving a lip to pull the label out.

Durable Material:
The plastic used is the same selected for bullet proof glass
and by Lockheed Martin on the F22 jet fighter canopy. ASG
Services us 1/8" thick sheets and machine the edges to
create an angled face for material handling equipment to ride
onto the window, reducing the impact point force for extra
resistance.
High Strength Adhesive:
Using a webbed adhesive, developed for the construction
industry and which came top in tests when applied direct to
concrete, it can withstand immense pressure which is ideal
for the warehouse floor environment.
Contact our sales team for pricing and custom size options.
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Use your
labels or buy
from ASG.

Can be
drilled.

Any
application
temperature.

For use
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adhesive.
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attachment.
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resistant.
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services
available.

